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All the rings in this paper are commutative with a unit. fd, (M) denotes 
the flat dimension of the A-module M. 
Let k be a field; then a noetherian k-algebra B is called geometrically 
regular if for any finite field extension E 1 k, the ring BOk E is regular. A 
homomorphism A + 3 is called regular if it is flat and its fibers are 
geometricaliy regular. 
In [20] the following result has been proved: if A -+ B is a flat 
homomorphism of noetherian rings and fd,@,.(B) < co, then the 
homomorphism is regular. Here we consider B as a BOA &module via the 
canonical homomorphism of rings BOA B --P B, b @ b’ I--+ bb’. If B is an 
A-algebra of finite type (or more generally, if BOA B is a noetherian ring) 
then the reciprocal is true. But, in general, there are regular 
homomorphisms uch that fdBBA B(B) = a3. 
One of the problems considered in the present paper is to characterize 
regular homomorphisms of finite flat dimension. We solve it for a field 
extension L;I K: fd,*,,,(L) < so if and only if L 1 K is separable and of finite 
transcendence degree (see Section 3). In the general case, the question 
seems to be diffkult. We obtain the following partiai result {Section 5): 
Let k be a field and let A be a Dedekind domain containing k whose 
residue fields are separable over k. Then, fdAakA (A) < CE if and only if the 
field of fractions of A has finite transcendence degree over k. 
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The proof uses very strong previous results, namely: a N&on 
desingularization theorem and a theorem of Andre concerning to the 
localization of formal smoothness. 
If k is of characteristic zero, we obtain an analogue result for Priifer 
domains, using the Zariski uniformization theorem. 
Flat homomorphisms A -+ B with fdss,.(B) < CC are a natural 
generalization of absolutely flat homomorphisms, for which fdsOa .(B) = 0 
[ll]. It is well known that an absolutely flat homomorphism is smooth. 
This result is no longer true for fdsOA .(B) < cc. In fact, we found a dis- 
crete valuation ring A containing a perfect field k such that fd, Ok A (A) = 3, 
but A is not a smooth k-algebra. 
Nevertheless, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of 
the module of Kahler differentials Sz,,, for a flat homomorphism of finite 
flat dimension being smooth (Section 6). 
On the other hand, S. Greco has proved [12] that if A -+ B is an 
absolutely flat homomorphism of noetherian rings and A is quasi-excellent, 
then B is quasi-excellent. Our example above also shows that it is false for 
fd BOA B(B)< =. 
Observe that the condition fdsoA .(B) < cc, i.e., the vanishing of 
TorBBa E B -) for some n, is equivalent to the finiteness of the dimension ( 9 
of the A-algebra B in the Hochschild homology [S]. We use several 
properties of this homology [S, 10,213. These properties are summarized 
(and proved) in Section 1. We also use the Andre-Quillen homology 
functors H,,(A, B, -) and their relation with smoothness and regularity. 
The standard reference for this theory is Cl]. 
1. FLAT DIMENSION 
In this section we study the behaviour of fdBBA .(B) with respect o base 
extension, localization, direct limits, etc. We start with an elementary 
lemma which will be used in several parts of the paper. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let k be a ring, let A, B, C be k-algebras, let M be an 
(A, B)-bimodule, N an (A, C)-bimodule, and P a (B, C)-bimodule. The 
homomorphism (MO, N)QBBkC P+M@,o,B(N@c P), (x@y)Qz++ 
x @ ( y @ z) is an isomorphism. 
As a consequence we obtain 
LEMMA 1.2. Let k be a ring, let A, B be k-algebras, let M be a flat 
A-module, and let N be a jlat B-module. Then, the A Ok B-module A4Qk N 
is flat. 
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Base Extension 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a ring and let B, C be A-algebras such that 
Tor,A (C, B) = 0 for j > 0. Let M be a C-module. We have 
Tor,C(COA B, M) 2c Tor,A(B, M), n > 0. 
ProoJ It is a consequence of the collapsing of the change-rings pectral 
sequence 
I& = Tor,C(Tor,A (C, B), M) 7 Tori (B, M). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be a ring and let B, C be A-algebras. We have: 
(1) IfTor,A(C, B)=O, j>O, Torf(C, Baa B)=O, j>O, and M is a 
(CO, B)@,(C@, B)-module, then 
Tor(C~‘nS)Qc(C~)AB)(COAB, M)2: ToT:@~~(B, M), n n 2 0. 
(2) If C is A-fat aptd M is a BOA B-module, then 
Tor(C*d BfQclCQAB)(C@A B, Caa A/I) N- C@, Torf@‘” B(B, M), n H 20. 
Proof. (1) We have (CO, B)GQc(C@DA B)- COA (B@, B) and 
so COa Bz ((CO, B)@, (Cm, B))@,,,. B. Using Lemma 1.3, it 
is sufficient to prove Tar, BQA”(C@, (BO, B), B)=O, j>O. Since 
Tor,!(C, BOA B)=O, j>O, it follows from Lemma 1.3: Tor,B*QAB(COA 
(BOA B), B) E Torf (C, B) which is trivial by hypothesis. 
(2) Consider the change-rings spectral sequence associated to the 
homomorphism 6: BOA B-+ (COa B)@, (Co, Bf ir COA (B@, B), 
E2 =To~~O~~)*~(~O~~)(CO~ B, Tor,B’s’“B((C@A B)@,(C@, B), M)) P.4 
7 Tor,B@AB(C@A B, M). 
Since C is A-flat we deduce that a is flat, and SO Ei3q= 0, q >O. 
Therefore, 
Tor(CQIAB)~C(C~~B)(COA B, C@, M) 2: Torf@‘“B(C@AB, M), n n>O. 
(1) 
Consider now the change-rings spectral sequence associated to the 
homomorphism Baa B + B: 
Ez,,=Tor:(COA B, Torf@dB(B, M)) 7 TorfT@“B(C@, B, M) 
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Since C @.., B is B-flat we have E& = 0, p > 0. Hence 
CQa Tor, ‘@‘(B, 44)~Torf@~~(C@~ B, M), 
The result follows from (1) and (2). 
n > 0. (2) 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A be a ring and let B, C be A-algebras. We have: 
(1) If B or C are A:flat, then 
fd (CBA E)c& (CBA E, (CO/l B) 6 f430a B (B). 
(2) If C is A-faithfully flat, then 
fd (CBA B)@c (C@a B) (co, B) = fdBOa B(B). 
Transitivity 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A + B + C be homomorphisms of rings such that 




= Tor~@BC(C, Torf@AB(B, M)) q TorF@” ‘(C, M). 
P 
ProoJ Consider the change-rings spectral sequence associated to 
CQa c+ COB c: 
E2 
P>Y 
=TorC@BC(C, TorF@AC(C@B C, M)) 5 Tor,C@)” ‘(C, M). 
P P 
It is sufficient o show that TorFNA c(C@B C, M) N Tor,B@ B(B, M), q > 0. 
Since (CO, C)QB@~B BE COB C, it follows from Lemma 1.3. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let A + B be a homomorphism of rings. Zf N is a B-module, 
then fd,(N)$fd,(N)+fd,(B). 
Proof: It is a consequence of the change-rings pectral sequence: 
Ei,4 = Torf(N, Torz (B, M)) 7Toi-f (N, 44). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A -+ B -+ C be homomorphisms of rings. We have: 
(1) Zf C is B-flat, then fdco,c(C)dfd,~,.(B)+fdc,,~(C). 
(2) Zf C is B-faithfullyflat, then fdBmA B(B) < fdcBA c(C). 
(3) Zf TorC@AC(C@BC, C)=O, j>O, then fdco,.(C)<fd,,,.(C). 
I 
Proof: (1) From Lemma 1.2 we deduce that C’Oa C is BOA B-flat. 
Then the result follows from Proposition 1.6. 
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(2) For any BOA B-module M, there exists a change-rings pectral 
sequence associated to BOA B -+ B: 
Ei ,=Tor:(C, TorfBAn(B, M))=Tor:@“B(C, M). P 
Since C is B-flat, the spectral sequence collapses and we have isomorphisms 
COB Tar:@‘” ‘(B, M) z Tar:@” “(C, M). 
By faithful flatness, fdsOA B(B) = fdsOa B(C). 
On the other hand, the homomorphism BBa B + CQA C is flat. Using 
Lemma 1.7 we obtain fdsOr B(B) dfd,@, ,-(C). 
(3) Since (CO, ClcoA (. C z C, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that 
TorCBBC(C, M) E Tori‘@” “(C, M), n n 3 0, A4 C OR C-module. 
Localization. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let A + B he a homomorphism of rings and let S be a 
multiplicative subset of B, For any BBa B-module A4 we have isomorphisms 
Torf “OAs~‘B(S ‘B, MOeOAB (Sp’BOa S -‘B)) 
2. S- ‘BO, TorfB4 ‘(B, M), n 3 0. 
Proof: The change-rings spectral sequence, associated to the flat 
homomorphism BOA B+ SIB@, S ‘B, 
E2 = Tor~~‘B@aS~‘B(S ‘B, TorfB4 ‘(M, S ‘B@, S ‘B)) P. Y 
===s TorBg4 B(S ‘B, M) 
P n 
yields 
Tor~~‘s@as IB(Sp’B, M@ Bo4B(Sm ‘B@, S ‘B)) 
N TorfaA ‘(S ‘B, M), n 3 0. 
Moreover, since S-‘B is B-flat, we have 
Remark. Proposition 1.9 is a particular case of a result of J.-L. Brylinski 
[ 7, Proposition 11. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let A + B be a homomorphism of rings, let S be a multi- 
plicative subset of B, and let M be a S ’ B @A S- ’ B - module. Then, the 
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homomorphism M~MOBOAB(S~‘BOAS-lB), x+x@(l@l), is an 
isomorphism of SIB@, S-‘B-modules. 
Prooj The inverse is given by x 0 (a/s @ b/t) w x(a/s Q bit). 
As a consequence of Proposition 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 we have 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let A + B be a homomorphism of rings. Then 
fd BOA E(B) = sup {fds&+$f, (B,):q~Spec(B),p=q”~Spec(A)). 
Tensor Products 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let A be a ring, let B be a flat A-algebra, and let C 
be an A-algebra. For any BOA C-modules M, N there exists a spectral 
sequence 
E2 P,Q = TorBBa B (B, TorF(M, N)) 7 TorfBA =(M, N). P 
Proof. Let X, Y be BOa C-flat resolutions of M, N, respectively. Since 
BOA C is C-flat, X, Y are C-flat resolutions of M, N, respectively. By 
Lemma 1.2, X0, Y is a complex of flat (BO, C)Oc(B@. C)-modules. 
We have the Kiinneth spectral sequence 
Ei 4 = TorFBA ‘)G(~@~ “(H,(X@, Y), BOa C) 
7 Hn((X@C ‘I@ (BOA C)@c(B@a C) (BQ, Cl). 
Since H&X@, Y) = Torz(M, N), we have by Proposition 1.4 
E2 
P. Y 
= Torf@ ‘(B, Torz(M, N)). 
Moreover, (X Qc Y) @(B& C)OccBOA C) (B QA c) 2 x @B@/,C y by 
Lemma 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.13. Let A be a ring, let B be a flat A-algebra, and let M, 
N be B-modules. There exists a spectral sequence 
E2 
P.4 
= Torf@ B(B, Tort (M, N))TTorf(M, N). 
Proof: It follows from 1.12 for C= A. 
COROLLARY 1.14. Let A be a ring, let B be a flat A-algebra, and let 
M, N be BBa B-modules. There exists a spectral sequence 
E2 =Tor~@~B(B,Tor~(M,N))~Tor~@lB(M,.N). 
P.Y 
ProoJ It follows from 1.12 for C = B. 
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Direct Limits 
LEMMA 1.15. Let A = l& Ai be a direct limit qj’ rings. Let M, N be 
A-modules such that M= l& Mi, N=h N,, M,, Ni being A.modules. 
Then 
iii Tor,:“(M,, Ni) = Tor,:‘(M, N), n z 0. 
Proof: See C8, p. 1251. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Let A be a ring, /et (Bi) is f be a direct system of 
A-algebras, and jet B = Lisa B,. Then 
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 1.15 taking into account the 
isomorphism l3@,, B 2: l&~ BiOA Bi. 
2. REGULAR HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let us recall the main result of [20]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 4: A -+ B be a flat homomorphism of n~etherian rings. 
rffd 8o,d .(B) < CC then C# is regular. 
It is known [2, Proposition C] that a flat homomorphism A + B is 
regular if and only if the following conditions hold: 
6) %,A is a flat B-module 
(ii) The canonical homomorphism A GB,, -+ TorBBAB(B, B) is an 
isomorphism. 
Using this characterization it is easy to see that the reciprocal or 
Theorem 2.1 is false. Let L 1 K be a separable field extension. Then K + L 
is regular and therefore ,A, a,,, + TorLBK”(L, L) is an isomorphism. 
Taking LJ K such that 52,,, is not finitely generated, we have Ann,, K # 0 
for all )z, and so fdLQiJL)= co. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A -+ B be aftat h~mon7orphism of noetherian rings 
such that fdsGA ,(B) < CXI. Then Q,,, is a flat B-module and there exists n 
such that ~n+i~*~~=O~or i>O. 
In [ 191 it has been proved that the reciprocal of Theorem 2.1 is true if 
B@,d B is a noetherian ring: 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 4: A + B be a homomorphism of noetherian rings. 
Assume that BQA B is noetherian. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) I$ is regular. 
(ii) 4 is smooth. 
(iii) 4 isflat and fdsOR B(B) < CO. 
In this case we may compute fdeOa B (B). We need the following elemen- 
tary 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a noetherian ring and let I be an ideal of R locally 
generated by a regular sequence. Then 
fd.(R/I) = sup(rank(I/I’),: p E Spec(R/I)}. 
ProoJ: Since fd,(R/I)=sup{fd.JR/I),: qESpec(R)}, we may assume 
that R is local. In this case, I is generated by a regular sequence and so 
fd, (R/I) = minimum number of generators of I= rank(I/I’). 
If K is a field and A is a K-algebra which is an integral domain, we write 
tr.deg.(A )K) for the transcendence degree of the field of fractions of A 
over K. 
Let A + B be a regular homomorphism. Given q E Spec(B) and 
p = q” E Spec(A ), the local ring B,, BAY k(p) is regular, and therefore it is an 
integral domain. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A + B be a regular homomorphism such that 
BOA Bisanoetherianring. ThenfdB04B(B)=sup{tr.deg.(Bq@.pk(p)/k(p)): 
q E Spec( B), p = q’ E Spec(A)}. 
ProoJ: For the kernel I of BOA B+ B we have Sz,,, = I/12. Since 
H, (B@, B, B, - ) 1: H, (A, B, - ) = 0 [ 19, Proposition 4.1; 1, Supplement, 
theoreme 301, it follows that I is locally generated by a regular sequence 
[l, theoreme 6.251. From Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
fd BOaB(B)=suP{rank(SZs41A, ) : q E Spec( B), p = q” E Spec(A) >. 
Then we may assume that A and B are local, and we have to prove 
rank(Q2,,,) = tr.deg.(B@, kl k), where k is the residue field of A. Since 
f2 B,A Qe (BQ, k) = QmAk,k’ we may assume that A is a field k. Let Q be 
the field of fractions of B. We have to prove rank(S2,,,) = tr.deg.(Q 1 k). 
By [ 11, corollaire 3.61 B is a k-algebra essentially of finite type. There- 
fore Q (k is a finitely generated field extension. 
On the other hand, Q 1 k is separable, since k --+ B is regular. Hence 
rank(SZ,,,)=dime(O.,,@, Q)=dima(finQ,,)= tr.deg.(QIk). 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let K be a field and let A be a geometrically regular 
integral domain over K. I” A is essentially of finite type over K, then 
fd A OkA (A ) = tr.deg.(A IK). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A -+ B he a jlat homomorphism. Let N be a 
B-module. Then 
fd,(N)~fd,(N)+fd,,A,(B). 
ProoJ: It follows from the spectral sequence of Corollary 1.13. 
Remark. Proposition 2.7 is a generalization of the pivot theorem of 
i-in 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let A + B be a flat homomorphism of noetherian rings 
such that fdsOA B(B) = m < CO. Then 
dim(B) d dim(A) + m. 
Proof. Let q E Spec(B) and p = q” E Spec(A). The induced homo- 
morphism A, -+ B, is local and flat. Then dim(B,) = dim(A,) + 
dim(B,@ A, k(p)) <dim(A) +dim(B, @,pk(p)). It is sufficient to show 
dim(B,@,rk(p))<m. By Corollary 1.11, fdB,Q,4pB,(Bq)<m, and so 
fd (B,0a,k(pf)Oklo,(BqOApk(P),(B4QAyk(P))~m 
by Corollary 1.5. Since kfp) is a field, it follows from Proposition 2.7 that 
gl.dim.(B,Q,,k(p))~m<a;. Hence dim.(B~~~~k(~))~m. 
3. FIELD EXTENSIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L / K be a field extension. The following properties are 
eguivalen t
(ii) L / K is separable and tr.deg.(L 1 K) < a. 
Moreover, if the properties hold, then fdLaK L (L) = tr.deg.( L 1 K). 
ProoJ: Assume fd,,,,(L) = n < cc. From Theorem 2.1 we deduce that 
Ll K is separable. If tr.deg.(L /K) > n, then there exist n + 1 elements 
Xi , e.3, -x, + 1 in L which are algebraically independent over K. Let 
E=K(.x,,...,x,+~ ). By Coroliary 2.6, fdEmo,; E(E) = n + 1. Therefore, by 
Proposition 1.8, n + 1= fd,,,.(E) < fdLQKL(L). It is a contradiction. 
Assume now that L I K is separable and tr.deg.(L /K) = n < GO. We have 
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L = l&i Ei, where Ej ranges over all finitely generated subextensions of 
LI K. By Proposition 1.16, fdLs,,(L) 6 ~up{fd,~,.(E,)}. It is sufficient 
to show that fdE,OKE, (E;) = tr.deg.( Ei 1 K). Since E, 1 K is separable, it 
follows from Corollary 2.6. 
COROLLARV 3.2. Let K be a field and let A be a K-algebra which is an 
integral domain. Let Q be the,field offractions of A. If fdABK, (A) < a, then 
Q 1 K is separable and tr.deg.( Q I K) < m (in fact tr.deg.( Q I K) 6 fd, OK A (A)). 
Prooj By Corollary 1.11 we have fdp,,,(Q)bfd,,,,(A)< a. Now 
the result follows from Proposition 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 4: A + B be a flat homomorphism of noetherian 
rings. If fdsBA B(B) < CO, then 4 is regular andsup{tr.deg.(B, G)),pk(p)lk(p)): 
qESpec(B), ~=q~‘~Spec(A)}dfd,,~.(B). 
Proof: It is a consequence of Theorem 2.1, Corollary 1.11, 
Corollary 1.5, and Corollary 3.2. 
EXAMPLE. Let K be a field and let A = K[ [Xl] be the ring of formal 
power series over K. For the field of fractions K((X)) of A we have 
tr.deg.(K((X))I K) = cc [4, Ex.13, p. 1071. Therefore fdABK.(A) = cx,. 
4. ZARISKI UNIFORMIZATION THEOREM 
In this section we use the Zariski uniformization theorem [24] to study 
fd A OK A (A), where A is a valuation ring and K is a field of characteristic 
zero. 
As D. Popescu has pointed out [ 17, p. 971, the Zariski theorem yields 
the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let A be a 
valuation ring containing K. Then A = lir~ A,, where A i is a finite type 
smooth sub-K-algebra of A. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, let A be a valuation 
ring containing K and let Q be the field of fractions of A. The following 
properties are equivalent: 
(i) fd am,,,(A)< ~0. 
(ii) tr.deg.(Q IK) < CO. 
Moreover, if the properties hold, then fd, ~lK A (A) = tr.deg.( Q 1 K). 
Proof If fdaOKa(A) < cc then tr.deg.(QlK) d fdABKA(A) by 
Corollary 3.2. Conversely, assume tr.deg.(Q IK) < co. By Theorem 4.1, 
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A = b A,, where Ai is a finite type smooth sub-K-algebra of A. Let Qi be 
the field of fractions of A i. By Corollary 2.6, fd A, OK A, (A i) = tr.deg.(Q, (K) < 
tr.deg.(Q jK). Hence, by Proposition 1.16, fdAOKA (A) G tr.deg.(Q IK). 
It follows from Corollary 1.1 i that Theorem 4.2 remains valid for Priifer 
rings (integral domains whose local rings are valuation rings). 
5. NERON DESINGULARIZATION THEOREM 
In this section we shall use N&on desingularizatio~ theorem [14] to 
generalize the results of Section 4, in case A is a discrete valuation ring. 
Following [ 17, p. 971 we state the Nixon theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1. Ler {A, M, K) --) f & n, L) be a lvcaI irzjective homo- 
~~orphism o~discrete va~~at~o~ rings such that n = mB. Let Q, T be the~e~ds 
of .fractions of A, 3, ~e,spect~ve~v. Assume that T/ Q and L / K are separable. 
Then B = liw B,, where B, ranges over al/finite type smooth sub-A-algebras 
nlf‘ B. 
COROLLARY 5.2, With the hypothesis of Theorem 51 we have 
fd BCr3a .fB) G tr.deg.( TI Q). 
Proof Let Fj be the field of fractions of B,. By Proposition 2.5, 
(Bi) = tr.deg.(F,/Qf < 
~~~~d~,~~~~~~~)~ <tr.deg.fjriQf. 
tr.deg.(T( Q). Then fd,,,.[B) < 
LEMMA 5.3. Let K be u field and /et (A, m, L) be a regular focal 
K-algebra. Assume that L 1 K is separable. Let x 1, . ..) x, be a regular sequence 
generating m. Then x t ~ .. . . x,, are u~gebraical~y independent over K and the 
inclusion K[x,, . . . . x,] + A is formally smooth. 
ProuJ: A result of Hartshorne [ 13, p. 150 J asserts that xl, . . . . x, are 
algebraically independent and that the inclusion K[x,, . . . . x,] --f A is flat. 
Hence Jill fKll-xl, --., x,J, A, L) = ff,W, A OKcl,, ,., %,] K L) = H, WY L, Lf 
= 0, since L 1 K is separable Cl, Proposition 4.54; d~~nition 7.113. 
Therefore K[x, , . . . . x,] -+ A is formally smooth. 
THECSREM 5.4. Let (A, m, L) be a discrete valuation ring containing a 
field K such that L / K is separabie, Let Q be the jield of fractions of A. The 
.foilo~?~ng properties are equivalent 
6) fdAoga CA) < mxj. 
(ii) tr.deg.(Q jK) < cx). 
Moreover, (f the properties are true, therz fd, oK R (A ) = tr.deg,(Q 1 Kf. 
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Proof If fd,,,,(A) < co, then tr.deg.(QIK) < fdAmKA(A) by 
Corollary 3.2. Conversely, assume that tr.deg.(Q 1 K) < co. Let x be a 
generator of m. By Lemma 5.3, x is transcendent over K and the inclusion 
K[x] + A is formally smooth. It is clear that m nK[x] =xK[x]. Let 
R = K[x](,, be the localization of k[x] in the maximal ideal generated by 
x. Let p be the maximal ideal of R. We have R/p = K and pA = m. 
Moreover, the inclusion R + A is formally smooth. Since R is excellent, the 
formal smoothness of R -+ A localizes, i.e., R + A is regular [3]. Therefore 
the extension of fraction fields Q 1 K(x) is separable. So Corollary 5.2 
applies and then fd, 6R A (A) < tr.deg.( Q 1 K(x)). Consider now the homo- 
morphisms K -+ R -+ A. By Proposition 1.8, fd, OK A (A) < fdROK R (R) + 
fd AORA(A). Moreover, fdROKR (R) = tr.deg.(K(x)l K) (Corollary 2.6). 
Hence fd AOKA (A) < tr.deg.(K(x)l K) + tr.deg.(Q IK(x)) = tr.deg.(Q IK). 
It follows from Corollary 1.11 that Theorem 5.4 remains valid for 
Dedekind domains whose residue fields are separable over K. 
6. SMOOTH ALGEBRAS AND EXCELLENT RINGS 
In this section we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a flat 
algebra of finite flat dimension being smooth. We also study the ascent of 
quasi-excellent property by a smooth homomorphism. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let k be a noetherian ring and (A, m, L) a noetherian flat 
local k-algebra. Assume that fdABkA(A) < a3. Then dim,(Q2,,,) < 00. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.2, A” n,,, ,k = 0 for some n. Hence 
A”QAlkOA L=O and so dim,(SZ,,, aa L) < a. Then the result follows 
from the exact sequence 52,,,aA L + QLlk -+ 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A + B be a flat homomorphism of noetherian rings 
such that fd BB.A B(B) < CD. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B is a smooth A-algebra. 
(ii) QBiA is a projective B-module. 
(iii) n,,, is a B-module of finite type. 
Proof: The homological characterization of regularity and smoothness 
is as follows: A + B is regular if and only if H, (A, B, B) = 0 and Sz,,, is a 
flat B-module [ 1, Supplement, theoreme 301. A + B is smooth if and only 
if H,(A, B, B)=O and asla is a projective B-module [ 1, definition 16.141. 
Therefore, from Theorem 2.1, it follows (i) o (ii) and (iii) o (ii). We shall 
prove (ii) * (iii). 
Let q E Spec( B), and p = q’ E Spec( A). The induced homomorphism 
A, + B, is local and flat, and fdsqBApB9(Bq) < cc. By Proposition 2.2, 
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A” QBq,Ap = 0 for some n. Then the free B,-module Sz,, A, is of finite rank. 
Therefore Sz,,, is a projective B-module of finite rank at each prime. By 
[23, Theorem 3.21, Q2,,, is finitely generated. 
Remark. For a smooth A-algebra B, the condition Sz,,, finitely 
generated does not imply fdsBA B(B) < co. For instance, let K be a 
perfect field of characteristic p >O, let E be a rational function field in 
infinitely many indeterminates over K, and let L = El’@“. Then L is a 
smooth K-algebra and O,, K = 0. Nevertheless, fdLOK L (L) = 03, since 
tr.deg.( L 1 K) = X. 
In the case where A is a field and B is local we have a more complete 
result: 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let K be a,field and let (A, m, L) be a noetherian local 
K-algebra such that fd, Oh A (A) < CC. The,following conditions are equivalent 
(i ) A is a smooth K-algebra. 
(ii) Q,,. is a ,free A-moule. 
(iii) m,,. is a jinitel-v generated A-module. 
(iv) The higher nonzero exterior power of Q,,, is a faithfully ,jlat 
A-module. 
(VI QA,K is a submodule Qf a A-free module 
(vi) For the ,field of fractions Q of A we have 
dimo(a,,,)=dim(A)+dim,(fi,,,)-dim,(H,(K, L, L)). 
ProoJ The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) has been proved in 
Theorem 6.2. Let n be the higher integer number such that A” Sz,,, # 0 
(cf. Proposition2.2). Since (A/Q,,,)@, Q-A’(G,,.@, Q)-r\jG?,,, 
and A”Q,,, is a flat A-module, we deduce dimo(S2,,,) = n. On the 
other hand, (A’Q,,,)@, L2:A’(Q2A,KOAL)=0 if j>n, and so 
dim,(Q2,,.0, L)6n. 
Assume (iv). Then A’* QnAlx is a faithfully flat A-module, i.e., 
(A” S2,,,,Ba L) = (A” 52.,,)Ba L #O. It follows from [9, Theorem 2.31 
that Q A,lC has constant rank at each prime of A. Therefore aA lK is finitely 
generated [23, Theorem 3.11. 
Implication (v) Z= (iii) is easy using [23, Theorem 3.21. Finally, we shall 
prove (vi)o (ii). Since A is regular, dim,H, (A, L, L)=dim(A) [l, 
Proposition 6.11. Now from the exact sequence of L-vector spaces of finite 
dimension (cf. Lemma 6.1) 
O~H,(K,L,L)~H,(A,L,L)~Q,,,O,L~n.,,~O, 
we deduce dim,(QL,,, Ba L)=dim(A)+dim,(!C?.,,)-dim,H,(K, L, L). 
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Therefore, equality of (vi) is equivalent o dimp (sZp, K) = dim, (n, , K OA L) 
and so to (ii). 
We now recall the definition of excellent ring. A noetherian ring A is 
called quasi-excellent [ 13, p. 2591 if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) A is a G-ring: for any maximal ideal m of A, the completion 
morphism A,,, + (AZ,) is regular 
(2) A has the property J- 2: for each A-algebra B of finite type, the 
regular locus 
Reg( B) = {q E Spec( B) : B, is regular 1 
is an open subset of Spec(B). 
A noetherian ring A is said to be excellent [ 13, p. 2591 if it is quasi- 
excellent and universally catenary: if B is an A-algebra of finite type and 
p c q are prime ideals of B, then each saturated chain of prime ideals 
connecting p and q has the same length. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. A discrete valuation ring A containing a perfect field K 
such that fd A OK A (A) < a3 and A is neither a smooth K-algebra nor an 
excellent ring. 
Let K be a field, X, Y, Z three indeterminates, Q = K(X, Y, Z) and E an 
algebraic closure of K(X). In E, for all n, let x, denote an element such that 
(x,)” = X. Let L be the subfield K(x,, x 2, . . . . x,, . ...) of E. Then [S, Ex. 1, 
p. 1731 there exists a discrete valuation on Q which is improper on K, 
whose residue field is L. 
Let A be the discrete valuation ring associated, and assume that K is 
perfect of characteristic p > 0. The field of fractions of A is Q and 
tr.deg.(Q IK) = 3. Hence fd, 6K A (A) = 3 by Theorem 5.4. Moreover, 
dim,(n,,,)=3, and, since LIK is separable, dim,(a,,,)< 
tr.deg.(L IK) = 1 and H, (K, L, L) = 0. It follows from Proposition 6.3 that 
A is not a smooth K-algebra. Moreover, A is not an excellent ring as a 
consequence of 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 such that 
[K: KP] < co. Let (A, m, L) be a local noetherian K-algebra such that 
fd A BK A (A) -C CC. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) A is a smooth K-algebra. 
(ii) A is an excellent ring. 
Proof: (ii) 3 (i). By Proposition 6.3 it is sufficient to show that Sz,,, 
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is a finitely generated A-module. We have dim,(Q,) = [K: K”] < CC and 
dim, (Q,, K) < co by Lemma 6.1. Then the exact sequence 
yields dim,(Q,) < m, i.e., [L : L”] < CC. Since A is excellent, we obtain 
[22, Proposition 3.11 that Q,+, is liniteIy generated. Hence QAiK, being a 
homomorphic image of Q,, is finitely generated. 
Implication (i) 3 (ii) holds in more generality: 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let K be a field and A a noetherian smooth K-algebra. 
Then A is an excellent ring. 
Proof A is universally catenary since it is a regular ring. Then we have 
to prove that A is a G-ring and that A is J-2. To show that A is J-2, 
consider an A-algebra of finite type B. Then B is a homomorphic image 
of a polynomial ring A [X, , . . . . X,]. Since A[ X, , . . . . X,] is a smooth 
K-algebra, it follows from [ 13, p. 221, Remark 1 ] that Reg(B) is open in 
Spec( B). 
A is a G-ring as a consequence of the following more general result: 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let A be a noetherian ring and B a smooth noetherian 
A-algebra. If A is a G-ring, then B is a G-ring. 
Proof: Let q E Spec(B), p = q’ E Spec(A), and consider the canonical 
homomorphisms 
(where ^ denotes completion). We have to prove that $ is regular. The 
homomorphism 0 is regular, and therefore it is formally smooth. Moreover, 
Ic/ is formally smooth and so $4 is formally smooth. Since A,, is quasi- 
excellent, $4 is regular [3]. On the other hand, SZBqIA, is a projective B,- 
module, and then it is “well separated.” Application of [6, Theorem 2.11 
yields that $ is regular. 
We do not know if the quasi-excellent condition ascends by a smooth 
homomorphism. The following is a result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let 4: A + B be a smooth homomorphism of 
noetherian rings. Assume that the residue fields of A are perfect. If A is J - 2 
then B is J - 2. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that Reg(B/I) is open in Spec(B/1) for 
each ideal I of B. By [ 13, Lemma l-ii), p. 2451 it is sufficient to show that 
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for each prime q of B, Reg(B/q) contains a non-empty open set of 
Spec(B/q). Let p = q’ E Spec(A). The homomorphism A/p + B/pB is injec- 
tive and smooth, and the homomorphism A/p -+ B/q is injective. Then we 
may assume that A is an integral domain, 4 is injective, and the induced 
homomorphism A + B/q is injective. 
Since Reg(A) is a non-empty open set, there exists fe A, f’# 0, such that 
A, is regular. Replacing A by A,, B by B,,, ), and q by qm,, ), we may 
assume that A is regular. 
Let C := B/q. Since 4 is smooth, we have [ 13, Theorem 641 that 
Y(C) = {p E Spec(C): A + C, is smooth) is open in Spec(C). Since A is 
regular, Y(C) c Reg( C). Moreover, the hypothesis on the residue fields of 
A shows that the zero prime of C is in Y(C). Hence Y(C) f Iz(. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let 4: A -+ B he a smooth homomorphism of 
noetherian rings. Assume that the residue ,fields of A are perfect. If A is 
quasi-excellent, hen so is B. 
Remark. The ring A of Example 6.4 can be used to obtain an example 
in which pdAOKA (A) < cc (pd = projective dimension) and A is neither 
a smooth K-algebra nor an excellent ring. Indeed, from the spectral 
sequence of Corollary 1.13 we obtain w.gl.dim.( A OK A) Q w.gl.dim.( A) + 
fd aOKA (A) = 1 + 3 = 4. If K is a finite field, then the cardinal of A@, A is 
countable. Then gl.dim.(A@, A) 6 5 [16, Corollary 2.47, p. 571 and so 
pd AwKA(A)d5. 
Note added in proof Recently we learned that Theorem 3.1 has been obtained by 
M. Harada thirty years ago. See M. Harada, “The Weak Dimension of Algebras and Its 
Applications,” J. Inst. Poly. Osaka Ci/y C/nit!. 9 (1958), 47-58. 
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